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In recent years, Augmented Reality (AR) technology has gained much attention due to its disruptive and
revolutionary nature. Thanks to the advanced nano--imprint lithographic technique, diffractive waveguide
based display becomes research hotspot. There are three main types of diffractive waveguide including
one dimension grating, two-dimension grating, and volume holography. The diffractive waveguide uses
one dimension grating or two-dimension grating to expand pupil. Because of the limitation of grating
structure, the design is limited by freedom. In this paper, we proposed a new superstructure grating
in the diffractive waveguide. We analyze the diffractive orders of out-coupling grating in K domain. In
waveguide, uniformity of field of view and Moving Eyebox (MEB) increase. The waveguide design was
verified using virtual lab fusion and fabrication. The result is as expected. This diffractive is matched with
Laser Beam Scanning engine (LBS), whose volume is smaller. This scheme can be used in the consumption
augmented reality.
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Introduction
Augmented Reality (AR) or Mixed Reality (MR) merges the virtual information into the
real scene, which has been widely used in life. The AR glass would take the place of mobile
phone as a powerful computing platform of daily life. Nowadays, AR, is emerging in various
industries, especially in security field and industrial field. AR shows great advantages in
Information interaction mode. The mature solution of augmented reality glass mainly contains
the prism, the birdbath optical path method, free-form surface solution [1-4], and light guide
or waveguide method. The first three have serious downsides, whose form factor is bulky
for wearing display. To address this issue, a waveguide display solution is a good candidate.
The wave-guide method mainly includes geometric waveguide solution [4], Surface relief
grating [5] or holographic bragg grating waveguide method [6]. Geometric waveguide shows
excellent display performance using semi-reflection mirror array, but the Field of View (FOV)
and Moving Eye-Box (MEB) are restricted. In addition, it will also introduce dark stripe which
damages the image quality. Therefore, geometric waveguide is not the best solution. Volume
holography waveguide is limited by mass production. Surface Relief Grating (SRG) waveguide
is emerging as a promising solution, due to its easier mass production by using standard
nano-imprinting lithography. On the other hand, SRG can provide huge FOV and large MEB.
However, the uniformity of FOV and uniformity of colors are still challenging.

As shown in Figure 1, the incident light is coupled into the waveguide plate by the incoupling grating region, which can total reflection propagate in the waveguide, light is
coupled out to human eye by the out-coupling gratings region. SRG based waveguide uses
one dimension grating or two dimension grating for expanding MEB. Two-dimension grating
solution will have in-coupling region and out-coupling region. For one dimension grating,
there needs a transition region.

Superstructure Grating

The Figure 2 shows the structure of meta-grating designed by Lochn Optics Hi-Tech Co.,
Ltd. The Figure 3 shows the distribution of meta-grating in k domain. The Figure 4 shows
periodic meta-grating structure. The energy distribution among diffraction orders can vary in
a large range by tuning this meta-grating structure.
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Figure 1: Waveguide system.

Figure 2: Superstructure grating.

Figure 3: K domain.

Figure 4: Superstructure grating.

Diffractive Waveguide based on Superstructure
Grating
The Figure 5 shows the waveguide model based on the metaCOJ Elec Communicat

grating in Virtual Lab. The Figure 6 shows LBS light engine from
Lochn Optics. The Figure 7 shows the display result in the real
world from Lochn Optics LBS waveguide.
Copyright © Guobin Ma
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Figure 5: Waveguide simulation.

Figure 6: LBS engine.

Figure 7: Display result.

Conclusion
Compared with traditional DLP, LCOS and other light engines,
the LBS (Laser Beam Scanning) light engine has smaller size, larger
FOV, higher brightness, lower energy consumption and higher
contrast, so it owns so many advantages and a brighter future. Lochn
Optics will continually increase the investment on LBS module
matched with diffractive waveguide based on superstructure
grating. LBS light engine matched with superstructure grating
waveguide designed by Lochn Optics successfully complete the
initial verification and meet the expectation. Later on, Lochn Optics
will speed up the iteration of meta-grating waveguide and metagrating module to manufacture more versatile AR waveguide
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module which can apply to any situation.
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